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TV SHOW

Presenter intro - 10seconds

Titles - 10 seconds

VT showing casting of contestants - 60 seconds

Welcome and round one link - 60 seconds

Round one - 60 seconds

Points and elimination process (begging) 60 seconds

Audience Participation feedback - 15 seconds

Round two - 120 seconds

Points and elimination - 60 seconds

Final Survey round - 130 seconds

Reveal of the winner - 20 seconds

Round up 20 seconds.

INTRO

JAYPEE

4 contestants, 3 quiz rounds, 2

finalists, 1 winner. Watch them

battle it out to try and beg for

each others money. Who will be the

ultimate greedy little beggar? (10

seconds)

RUN TITLES

JAYPEE

Welcome to the show, I’m your host

Jaypee, and this is the only show

where contestants have to beg to

gain money. It may get humiliating,

but the winner is the contestant

with the most money, so we don’t

care about their dignity as long as

its entertaining for us! Lets meet

this weeks contestants! (15

seconds)

RUN VT

(JAYPEE voice over)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JAYPEE

Welcome you lucky lot, lets get

straight into the show! Each of our

contestants has a specialised

buzzer to fit their personality -

test your buzzers please.......

(Pick on

one contestant).....stare...whats

wrong with you?! (15 seconds)

And you lot at home don’t forget

you can send us your comments using

#GLB or via our facebook page! (5

seconds)

OK guys so as you know you control

the rounds, first rounds options

were: You Will Never Get This and

Hands Off My Food. We’ve had tons

of you voting on our website, and

the winner is.....You Will Never

Get This. Good choice, each

question is worth £50s, OK, hands

by buzzers, you have one minute,

starting noooowwwwww.... (20

seconds)

ROUND 1: YOU WILL NEVER GET THIS!

1. Who is the lead singer of U2?

(Bonno)

2. How many Harry Potter films are

there? (8)

3. How many Doctors have their been

in Doctor Who? (11)

4. Who hosts the UK chart show on

Radio one? (Reggie Yates)

5. Who sang the theme tune for the

new Bond film ’Skyfall’? (Adele)

6. What is the longest running

British soap? (Corrination Street)

7. Which sitcom featured the

characters Derek and Rodney

trotter? (Only Fools and Horses)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

8. What is the name of Russel

Howards BBC 3 show? (Russel Howards

Good News)

9. What is the name of one

directions first single? (What

Makes You Beautiful)

10. Which male hosts strictly come

dancing? (Bruce Forsyth)

11. Which British film did Rene

Zellweger play a single woman

looking for love? (Bridget Jones

Diary)

12. Which British actor was the

lead in the twilight saga? (Robert

Pattinson)

13. Who was the lead star of ’The

Vicar of Dibley’? (Dawn French)

14. Name the four Inbetweeners?

(Neil, Simon, Jay, Will)

15. Who plays Gandalf and Magneto?

(Ian Mckellan)

16. In F.R.I.E.N.D.S where is Emily

and Ross’ wedding held? (London)

JAYPEE

OK so after that round our

contestants totals are......

Good job everyone, some of you

could try harder though - I’m

looking at you.. (choose

contestant) Now, this is the part

of the show where you guys vote out

one contestant..... OK now reveal

who you wish to vote out and why?

OOOhhh bit harsh, but yes

(contestant) you have been voted

out, now as the game goes you have

to give your current winnings to

another contestant, let the begging

begin!!!!!

*each contestant has a 5 second plea -

(CONTINUED)
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So you’ve heard their pleas,

(contestant) who are you going to

give your money to?

*reveal of money

Unfortunate now it is time to say

goodbye to (contestant), you just

didn’t have what it takes to be

this weeks greedy little beggar!

(goodbye my lover plays in the

background)

Jaypee cuts it off and gives a confused look into camera 2!

Round 2 - OK on to round 2, again

you guys voted at home and

chose....Name that sound This

rounds pretty simple, we play you a

clip and you answer the questions

that follows - OK question 1....

ROUND 2: NAME THAT SOUND

1. (Gangnam style sound clip) This

song took the world by storm this

year, where in the world is he

from? (South Korea)

Bonus £50 for those who can do the

dance?

2. (Hopelessly Devoted clip) Name

the actress who sings this iconic

song? (Olivia Newton John)

3. (Glenn Coco clip) In this clip

from Mean Girls what as Damien

delivering? (Candy Canes)

4. (Meerkat Corrination theme)

Which theme tune is being covered

here? (Corrination Street)

5. (Dermot clip Saturday night)

What TV show is this from? (The X

Factor)

6. (Baine clip south park) what

villain are south park

impersonating in this clip? (Baine)

7. (Cool whip family guy) Seth

Macfarlen, creator of Family guy,

released his first feature film

this year, what was it? (Ted)

(CONTINUED)
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8. (clip of despicable me) Which

film is this character from?

(Despicable Me)

9. (Anchorman film clip) Who plays

Brick in Anchorman? (Steve Carrel)

10. (Sheldon bazzinga clip) Which

TV show character is saying this

catchphrase? (Sheldon Cooper)

JAYPEE

At the end of that round, nice

Gangnam style by the way

(contestant) the scores are.....

It’s that time again, contestants

vote off your next greedy little

beggar! ..............

Explain your choice contestants -

OK (contestant) you have been voted

off, now choose who you want to

give your money to, let the begging

begin!

(5 seconds each plea)

Have some dignity (contestant), so

who are you going to choose to give

your money to?

OK so the totals now stand at......

But unfortuantley it’s time to say

goodbye to () I’m sorry but you are

not this weeks greedy little

beggar.....goodbye

(goodbye by spice girls play)

JAYPEE

Think I preferred James Blunt!

Anyway onto the final round and you

two are the lucky beggars to go

through. This round is the same as

every week, our contestants go head

to head to answer as many questions

as possible, each question is worth

200 pounds, but you can’t pass the

question if you don’t know it, you

have to use on of your 3 beg

lifelines! A beg lifeline reveals

the answer allowing the contestant

(MORE)
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JAYPEE (cont’d)
to move on with the questions.

However each time you use a

lifeline 100 pound is added to your

contestants pot, but if you wish to

save your lifelines the opposing

contestant can answer and gain the

200 pounds.

Queue tension music and.......

ROUND 3

contestant 1 - What does James Bond

usually drink? (Martini Shaken not

Stirred)

contestant 2 - What was the name of

the lead shark in Finding Nemo?

(Bruce)

contestant 1 - What character did

Johnny Depp play in Tim Burton

Alice in Wonderland? (Mad Hatter)

contestant 2 - What band was Justin

Timberlake in? (N Sync)

contestant 1 - Which boy band

released their greatest hits album

this week? (Mcfly)

contestant 2 - Who hosts ’this

morning’ alongside Holly

Whillouhby? Phillip Scholfield)

contestant 1 - Which Bryan Adams

song was at number one for 11 weeks

running? (Everything I do, I do It

For You)

contestant 2 - Who sang the ballad

’I would do anything for love’?

(Meatloaf)

contestant 1 - Who played Foxy

Cleopatra in Austin Powers Gold

Member? (Beyonce)

contestant 2 - Who is the villain

in the film ’The Dark Knight’? (The

Joker)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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contestant 1 - Who played Basil

Faulty in Faulty Towers? (John

Cleese)

contestant 2 - Who provides the

voice for ’Donkey’ in Shrek? (Eddie

Murphy)

contestant 1 - Which two locations

were the BBC series ’Frozen Planet’

filmed? (Arctic and Antarctica)

contestant 2 - What series is ’The

Simpson’s’ currently in? (24)

contestant 1 - Which TV show is

Leonard Hoffsteader a character?

(The Big Bang Theory)

contestant 2 - Who sang the song

’Fix You’? (Coldplay)

contestant 1 - How many Toy Story

films are there? (3)

contestant 2 - Which childrens show

has the tag line ’Can we fix it,

yes we can’? (Bob The Builder)

contestant 1 - What does ’TOWIE’

stand for? (The Only Way Is Essex)

contestant 2 - Which TV show is

home to Squidward, Patrick and Mr.

Krabs? (SpongeBob SquarePants)

contestant 1 - Who is the lead

actor in ’Taken’? (Liam Neeson)

contestant 2 - Who won Britain’s

Got Talent this year? (Ashley and

Pudsey)

contestant 1 - How many Madagascar

films are there? (3)

contestant 2 - Who is Helena Bohnam

Carter married to? (Tim Burton)

contestant 1 - How many albums

have’The Script’ released? (3)

(MORE)
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contestant 2 - The song ’The Power

of Love’ by Gabrielle Aplin has

become famous because of what

advert? (John Lewis)

contestant 1 - Which TV show would

you find the character Perry the

Platypus? (Phineas and Ferb)

contestant 2 - Which character did

Dame Maggie Smith play in the Harry

Potter films? (Professor

McGonagall)

WINNER REVEAL

JAYPEE

So that is the end of our rounds,

our final totals are: (contestant

1) You have ( ), (contestant 2) You

have (pause) () which means that

(winning contestant) you are the

winner, and you are this weeks

greedy little beggar!

Commiserations, (losing contestant)

you just didn’t have what it takes.

But well done.... what are you

going to spend your winnings on?

........Oh that just sounds lovely

(sarcasm)

That’s the end of our show, thank

you to all our contestants and if

you think you have what it takes to

be a contestant than apply on our

website, we don’t judge here, we’re

all friends! Tune in next week for

more greedy little beggars!


